Human-like reflex control for an artificial hand.
In this paper, we illustrate the low level reflex control used to govern an anthropomorphic artificial hand. The paper develops the position and stiffness control strategy based on dynamic artificial neurons able to simulate the neurons acting in the human reflex control. The controller has a hierarchical structure. At the lowest level there are the receptors able to convert the analogical signal into a neural impulsive signal appropriate to govern the reflex control neurons. Immediately upon it, the artificial motoneurons set the actuators inner pressure to control the finger joint position and moment. Other auxiliary neurons in combination with the motoneurons are able to set the finger stiffness and emulate the inverse myotatic reflex control. Stiffness modulation is important both to save energy during task execution, and to manage objects made of different materials. The inverse myotatic reflex is able to protect the hand from possible harmful external actions. The paper also presents the dynamic model of the joints and of the artificial muscles actuating Blackfingers, our artificial hand. This new type of neural control has been simulated on the Blackfingers model; the results indicate that the developed control is very flexible and efficient for all kind of joints present in the humanoid hand.